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Would you like to learn to pray like a medieval Christian?
In Mary and the Art of Prayer, Rachel Fulton Brown
traces the history of the medieval practice of praising
Mary through the complex of prayers known as the
Hours of the Virgin. More than just a work of
comprehensive historical scholarship, the book asks
readers to immerse themselves in the experience of
believing in and praying to Mary. Mary and the Art of
Prayer crosses the boundaries that modern scholars
typically place between observation and experience,
between the world of provable facts and the world of
imagination, suggesting what it would have been like for
medieval Christians to encounter Mary in prayer. Mary
and the Art of Prayer opens with a history of the devotion
of the Hours or “Little Office” of the Virgin. It then guides
readers in the practice of saying this Office, including its
invitatory (Ave Maria), antiphons, psalms, lessons, and
prayers. The book works on several levels at once. It
provides a new methodology for thinking about devotion
and prayer; a new appreciation of the scope of and
audience for the Hours of the Virgin; a new
understanding of how Mary functions theologically and
devotionally; and a new reading of sources not
previously taken into account. A courageous and moving
work, it will transform our ideas of what scholarship is
and what it can accomplish.
A companion to Stormie Omartian's brand-new book,
Prayer Warrior, this study guide helps readers to further
explore God's Word and His promises. This more inPage 1/5
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depth journey looks at many aspects of every believer's
call to pray and how those prayers can be full of strength
and purpose, and result in great victory. Readers will be
offered prayer tools as they put on their protective armor
each morning condition themselves to be all that they
can be pray the prayers every prayer warrior must know
Created for individuals or small groups, Prayer Warrior
Study Guide provides thoughtful questions, helpful
discussion insights, and other creative ways to go
deeper with this important content.

Reprint of the original, first published in 1870.
“Today bring to Me all mankind, especially all
sinners, and immerse them in the ocean of My
mercy.” — Jesus to St. Faustina Throughout her
Diary, St. Faustina speaks of Jesus' call for the
conversion of souls. Through prayer and sacrifice,
the Lord calls us all to strive for our own conversion,
and for the conversion of the whole world. Perhaps
you've tried everything to draw your friend or family
member back to faith in God. In St. Faustina Prayer
Book for the Conversion of Sinners, best-selling
author Susan Tassone shows you how to place the
lives of all you love into God's merciful hands.
Known worldwide as leading the “purgatory
movement,” Susan invites you to learn how to live
the message of conversion daily, to avoid purgatory,
and to become more faithful in praying for others.
“St. Faustina Prayer Book for the Conversion of
Sinners is a much-needed treasure which allows us
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to glimpse the mercy of God and his call to
conversion. I pray that all who read this book will be
touched by God's love and experience the grace
needed to follow Jesus more closely as his
disciples” — Cardinal Seán Patrick O'Malley, OFM
Cap. “Use [the St. Faustina Prayer Book for the
Conversion of Sinners] faithfully to pray for relatives
and friends, and apply it to yourself to help with your
own growth in holiness.” — Greg Erlandson, Editor in
Chief, Catholic News Service “This is a great book
to help you pray for others, but it's more than that.
Filled with prayers and inspiration for the continual,
day-by-day conversion of our own hearts, it's a book
for each one of us.” — Vinny Flynn, author of Mercy's
Gaze
Prayer cap [Object].The Pilgrim's Prayer Book : for the
Shrine of Notre-Dame Du CapCap de la Madeleine,
Quebec : The ShrineThe First Prayer-book of Edward
VICompared with the Successive Revisions of The Book
of Common PrayerFirst Prayer Book, Edward VI.The
Book of Common Prayer: a ConcordanceSt. Faustina
Prayer Book for the Conversion of SinnersOur Sunday
Visitor
Reproduction of the original: Si Klegg, Book 5 (of 6) by
John McElroy
Young women are under more pressure than ever before:
pressure to be pretty, to be successful, to have a perfect
selfie game. Is it possible for them to be their true selves? Or
must they fit into the same mold as the rest of their peers?
Into this world of ever-growing pressure bursts Emma Mae
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Jenkins with a message of hope and unabashed joy. Emma
Mae knows what it feels like to be judged and bullied, but she
chooses to ignore the haters and instead focus on a message
of love and acceptance in Jesus Christ. In this powerful
devotional, Emma Mae will show young women what it looks
like to live a life of rejoicing in God's love and the incredible
excitement they can feel when they "live in ALL CAPS" for
Him.
What People are Saying... "Rev. Angelica's messages are a
combination of story-telling, enlightened insight, affirmative
prayer, and honest communication around what it means to
be spirit having a human experience." -- Danika Dinsmore,
author "Rev. Angelica has inspired me for years with her
weekly messages and prayers. What a feast to have so much
wisdom in one volume!" -- Rev. Carrie Hunter, Banff, Alberta,
Canada "Open and caring, joyful and sharing are the
foundations on which Reverend Angelica builds to inspire us
to be the best version of ourselves we can be. I hope you will
find as much encouragement and inspiration in this collection
of some of her finest messages as I have in reading them
over the past ten years." -- Brad McPhee, Financial
Consultant "Rev. Angelica's Messages are an integral part of
my spiritual practice. They are always such a great resource,
personally inspiring me with many ideas to contemplate and
down to earth inspiration that I often quote in my own
presentations." -- Rev. Lorraine Trout, Saskatoon, SK,
Canada "Rev. Angelica writes with a blend of common sense
and spiritual wisdom that is a treasure for beginners and
advanced readers alike. She never fails to enlighten,
entertain and make me think. I look forward to what she has
to say and how she chooses to say it. Her affirmative prayers
are pure poetry." -- Rev. Jane Claypool, author This insightful
guide is like having my own practical mystic at my fingertips.
Rev Angelica finds and shares extraordinary messages from
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life's most ordinary events. -- Rev. Sandy Shipley, Life Coach
& Wedding Officiant "Rev. Angelica is phenomenal in her
highly practical way of presenting Science of Mind principles .
Through her teachings I have come to know my hearts
desires manifest with as much ease as I allow myself." -Beky Baxter
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